信息时代三部曲：经济·社会与文化

第一卷

网络社会的崛起

THE RISE OF THE NETWORK SOCIETY

曼纽尔·卡斯特 著 夏铸九 王志弘 等译
IT'S THE NETWORK
Nation's Most Reliable Wireless
1.800.2 JOIN IN
Now do you take Sesame Street Seriously?!
Graystone Industries

The Cylons
Cybernetic Lifeform Node

U-87 Cybernetic Combat Unit
The First Cylon
Built on Caprica 56 years before the destruction of the Twelve Colonies by Graystone Industries as a robotic soldier and then as a worker. Treated like slaves, the machines revolt and try to kill their masters.

Cylon Centurion Model 0005
First Cylon War
U-87 change little during the war. The only visible difference with the original models is the addition of chrome skin plates.

Cylon Centurion Second Cylon War
During the 40 years elapsed since the first war the Centurion is changing. He is taller, more agile, faster and stronger. Its weaponry is built into his body and no longer needs a bayonet as he used his long sharp fingers as melee weapon.

Humanoid Cylon Second Cylon War
With the help of survivors from the 13th colony, the Cylons create organic humanoids and obtain the means to duplicate them.

All of this has happened before, and will happen again...
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TOP MESSENGER APPS BY COUNTRY

Based on the Google Play Store rank for each country in December 2017.

- **WhatsApp** (128)
- **Facebook Messenger** (72)
- **Viber** (10)
- **WeChat** (3)
- **Line** (3)
- **Telegram** (3)
- **IMO** (3)
- **KakaoTalk** (1)
- **Hangouts** (1)
- **Android Messenger** (1)
- **No Data** (14)

**Source:** SimilarWeb, January 2018, based on the Google Play App Store rank for December 2017. Figures in parentheses in the legend represent the number of countries/territories in which each platform is the top-ranked messenger app.
Submarine Cable Map

The Submarine Cable Map is a free resource from TeleGeography. Data contained in this map is drawn from the Global Bandwidth Research Service and is updated on a regular basis.

To learn more about TeleGeography or this map please click here.
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The all-seeing state: China’s plans for total data control

- circle of friends
- payments
- administrative data: 
  - name
  - age
  - sex
  - marital status
  - family planning
  - profession
  - court records
  - social security
  - tax information
- insurance data
- business sphere: 
  - driving habits
  - telecommunications data
- workplace behaviour
- behaviour on social platforms

Data collected:
- consumer data
- comments in social media

Unlawful behaviour:
- compliance with state regulations
- compliance with workplace safety standards
- fulfillment of social commitment
- conduct of staff and management
- environmental offenses

Social Credit Score

Positive or negative influence on:
- real-estate purchase
- phone contracts
- online and offline consumer transactions
- access to social media platforms
- job opportunities
- traveling
- loans
- R&D funding
- state subsidies
- access to state services
- public procurement
- public tendering
- land allocation
- market access
- tax rate
- credit conditions

Individuals

Enterprises
Micro Blogging (Weibo)

Social Networking Services

Instant Messaging

Video Sharing

Photos Sharing

Over 900 million registered accounts

Over 820 million registered accounts

Over 340 million registered accounts

Over 214 million registered accounts

Over 5.2 million registered accounts
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THE MEDIUM IS THE MESSAGE
Final dos anos 60, McLuhan argumentava que media era a mensagem
OCT 26 1985 09:00

DESTINATION TIME

OCT 21 2015 07:28

PRESENT TIME

NOV 12 1955 06:38

LATE TIME REPORTED
Eu sugeriria que

Pessoas são a mensagem
Immigration status is a social construct that perpetuates the idea of a "second class citizen"... Who benefits from keeping Dreamers undocumented?
Pessoas são a mensagem?
Pessoas são a mensagem?

Se a mensagem não é considerada como a mais apropriada por um qualquer grupo, então ela será re-significada e remixada por essas pessoas.
Pessoas são a mensagem?

As pessoas mudam a mensagem ou o seu sentido sempre que consideram que tal é necessário para atingir as suas metas de autonomia.
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Manipulating Social Media to Undermine Democracy
Isto não é...
THE MEANING OF LIFE IS QUITE SIMPLY TURBOUS.
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